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I. General provisions
The company PL.2012+ Spółka z o.o. with its seat in Warsaw is the operator of the National Stadium.
1. The objective of this document is to establish and define the principles of correct use of the the
National Stadium facility, its rooms and equipment by all persons staying at the area of the National
Stadium, including lessees, supporters, sportsmen, guests and staff.
2. The persons staying at the National Stadium are obliged to observe the provisions of this document:
"The principles of the National Stadium functioning and the Regulations" (hereinafter referred to as
the: "Principles and Rules").
3. The provisions included in the Principles and Rules do not supersede the provisions of lease
agreements regarding the rooms and areas of the National Stadium but they are of supplementary
nature. Should any discrepancies appear, the provisions included in particular lease agreements shall
prevail.
II. Principles of the use of Shared Areas.
1. General provisions
1.1. Shared areas mean all areas inside the Stadium intended for use by persons staying at the Stadium,
in particular by event participants, clients and lessees ("Shared Areas"). Shared Areas include, among
others: tunnels, connectors, corridors, car parks, loading and unloading ramps, stairs, cranes,
sanitary facilities, technical rooms, promenades, emergency exits, foyer zones, etc.
1.2. Shared Areas should be used in accordance with their intended use.
1.3. The availability of the Shared Areas will depend on the nature of the stay at the Stadium or the kind
of an event.
1.4. None part of the Stadium may be used for residential purposes.
2. The principles of using the Shared Areas.
2.1. Entry points and vehicle traffic.
2.1.1.

It is forbidden to occupy or hinder, in any way, the access to access roads, roads intended for
vehicle or pedestrian traffic. Any objects, cars, goods and other belongings left with the
violation of the aforementioned principle, indicated in item 2.1.1, will be removed at the cost
of the owner without the necessity of obtaining a court order.

2.1.2.

It is forbidden to obstruct, in any way, escape routes.

2.2. Car park
2.2.1.

The access to the car park is ensured on principles and conditions determined by the car park
administrator.
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2.2.2.

The provisions of the Traffic Law Act of 20 June 1997 (Journal of Laws of 2005, No. 108, item
908, as amended) apply at the area of the car park.

2.2.3.

Speed limit to 5 km/h applies at the area of the car park.

2.2.4.

The car park users are obliged to follow any instructions of event safety personnel.

2.2.5.

The car park is not attended. The car park operator does not accept vehicles or belongings left
therein for storage and the operator does not incur any liability for the vehicle or belongings
left therein, including the fact that he/she is not liable for the theft thereof, irrespective of the
fact whether any fees were paid due to the use of the car park or not.

2.2.6.

Each car park user incurs liability for any damage made at the area of the car park both towards
themselves and their vehicle and the Administrator as well as the third parties.

2.2.7.

Vehicles may be parked at designated parking spaces, except for reserved parking spaces. In
case of the failure to apply to the aforementioned regulation or in case of occurrence of sudden
hazard, the Lessor is authorized to tow away the vehicle at the user's cost.

2.2.8.

(abrogated)

2.2.9.

At the area of the car park there are rooms intended for a car wash.

2.2.10. Repairing, washing, vacuum cleaning of vehicles as well as the exchange of cooling liquids, fuel
or oil as well any any other similar activities are forbidden at parking spaces, internal roads as
well as entrance and exit ramps.
2.2.11. It is forbidden to contaminate the park, in particular to leave rubbish outside the rubbish bins
intended for this.
2.2.12. Any observations concerning the irregularities or events noticed should be immediately
reported to the car park security services.
2.3. Pedestrian traffic, vertical access
2.3.1.

Pedestrian traffic is allowed at areas intended for this purpose. It is forbidden to obstruct and
hinder access to these areas and to store any objects there.

2.3.2.

It is forbidden to obstruct sidewalks, passages, staircases and similar places and to use them for
purposes other than moving around the National Stadium.

2.3.3.

Corridor doors and fire doors should be closed when not used.

2.3.4.

Staircases and escape routes should be used only in accordance with their intended use. It is
forbidden to obstruct in any way and to hinder full access thereto.

2.4. Equipment and systems
2.4.1.

Any equipment and systems of the National Stadium should be used only for purposes for which
they are intended or installed.

2.4.2.

Irrespective of standard load defined by the law for particular kind of surface, the Stadium
Operator is entitled to define in writing the maximum weight and location of heavy equipment
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or objects which could cause the overload of the ceiling. Any damage in the leased areas or
rooms of the National Stadium caused by incorrect location of such heavy objects shall be
repaired in whole at the cost of the lessee liable for the damage without the necessity of
obtaining the court order for the performance of the activities at the lessee's cost.
2.4.3.

Without prior written consent of the lessor of the Stadium areas or rooms, the lessee shall not
use any machines or equipment in the leased areas or rooms, including air heating equipment
or big fans, except for ordinary office equipment such as, e.g. photocopying machines or
computers.

2.4.4.

The lessee of the Stadium areas or rooms shall not hinder access to rooms, cover access holes
of mechanical or electrical networks of the Stadium, in particular with furniture and other
objects, preventing the maintenance staff to access the equipment within the framework of
ordinary operation and in sudden cases. The lessee shall be charged with costs of moving the
furniture or other objects in such a way as to ensure appropriate access to the rooms,
equipment, networks and systems as well as costs resulting from the lack of access to the said
rooms, equipment, networks and systems, without the need to obtain the court order to
perform the said actions at the lessee's cost. The Lessor remains liable for the maintenance of
the Stadium systems' efficiency.

2.4.5.

For the purpose of securing the floor against damage, the lessee of the Stadium areas or rooms
shall make sure that proper mats (boards) are placed under the parts of furniture equipped
with wheels, rails or other kind of footing which may damage the floor surface.

III. Principles of functioning
1. Access refusal
The Stadium Operator may refuse the access to the area of the National Stadium to any persons whose
presence may be considered a hazard to the safety, order, good image and interest of the facility.
2. Safety, extraordinary situations and evacuation
2.1. Safety rules, determined by the Stadium Operator, regarding both the time and manner of access
to the Stadium and the provision of identifiers, access control cards as well as vehicle and
pedestrian traffic and bringing hazardous objects in and out apply at the area of the Stadium.
2.2. A company rendering security services with respect to people and property ("Security services"),
indicated by the Operator, is responsible for the security of the entire Stadium.
2.3. The security services are obliged to enforce the provisions of the National Stadium Principles and
Rules and to ensure order and security at the area of the entire Stadium.
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2.4. In accordance with the Manual, the security services staff are entitled to:
2.4.1. give instructions concerning safety and order at the area of the Stadium;
2.4.2. demand that persons who violate legal order and pose a threat to security, are in condition
implying the consumption of alcohol or drugs, leave the Stadium;
2.4.3. check the identity of persons staying at the area of the National Stadium for the purpose of
determining their identity;
2.4.4. carry out luggage and vehicle inspections.
A decision on the evacuation of the National Stadium facility in Warsaw is taken by the Head of Security
Services in agreement with the Stadium Operator on the basis of hazards occurred and authorities and
services authorized to do so under the law.
3. Fire safety principles
3.1. All persons employed at the National Stadium facility and the users thereof are obliged to
cooperate and All persons employed at the National Stadium facility and the users thereof are
obliged to cooperate and follow the instructions of Security Services as regards actions aimed at:
3.1.1.

Observance of the regulations, in particular construction, installation and process related
regulations, when designing, executing and operating the facility;

3.1.2.

Providing the Stadium with fire equipment and devices, ensuring their adequate technical
condition and appropriate access thereto (in particular to on-hand firefighting equipment and
hydrants);

3.1.3.

Preparation of the Stadium for carrying out a rescue action, including ensuring fully
operational and available (especially in winter season) sources and places of water intake for
firefighting purposes;

3.1.4.

Observance of fire safety requirements connected with conducting technological processes
which may pose a fire or explosion risk; Working order of protection equipment should be
particularly taken care of and each failure should be remedied prior to repeated start of a
process line or a technological process;

3.1.5.

Observance of the rules of operation of technical systems (electrical, lightning protection, gas,
chimney and ventilation), machines and equipment by means of ensuring periodical
inspections and maintenance;

3.1.6.

Familiarizing employees with firefighting and order regulations (with the consideration of the
operation of firefighting equipment and conducting evacuation action) and determining the
procedures in case of fire or another hazard.

3.2. Detailed "Fire safety instructions" were prepared for the National Stadium facility. All lessees and
employees of the National Stadium are obliged to familiarize themselves and to observe the Fire
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Safety Instructions. The document "Fire Safety Instructions" is kept in the Operator's office.
3.3. The protection of firefighting equipment, devices, elements, agents and systems holding
approvals, certificates of the Building Research Institute and/or Scientific and Research Centre of
Fire Protection must be ensured.
3.4. The Operator is liable for ensuring complete fire protection at the area of the National Stadium.
3.5. The lessees and users of the National Stadium, including contractors executing works at the area
of the National Stadium, who do not observe fire safety requirements (in particular by
unauthorized blocking of any systems, equipment and devices used for fire protection of the
facility) and, simultaneously, compromising the Operator (including administrative penalties,
including closing down the facility and related lost profits) shall be charged by the Operator with
liquidated damages in the amount of PLN 500.00 (in words: five hundred zloty) for each event of
the violation. The calculation of liquidated damages does not deprive the Operator of the right to
seek damages on general principles.
4. Hazardous materials
4.1. It is forbidden to bring hazardous, harmful for human health, arduous, with inappropriate smell,
combustible materials which are forbidden under applicable legal regulations, ordinances of
relevant services or other provisions, to the area of the National Stadium.
4.2. It is also forbidden to bring firearms, cold steel weapons, explosives and hazardous chemical
substances to the area of the National Stadium. The ban on bringing or holding weapons does not
relate to authorized State Services officials on duty.
4.3. At the area of the National Stadium, subject to Article 4.4 below, it is forbidden to:
4.3.1.

store fuels, combustible substances and empty fuel containers, fuel up with the engine on,

4.3.2.

use open fire, perform pyrotechnic shows, perform fire hazardous works,

4.3.3.

park vehicles with leaking fuel system.

4.4. The performance of actions defined in Article 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of the Rules is possible only upon
obtaining the consent of the National Stadium's Operator and presenting relevant documentation.
The performance of shows with the use of open fire and pyrotechnic materials is allowed only by
persons holding relevant licenses required under legal regulations. The performance of fire
hazardous works is possible only on principles defined in the Facility Fire Safety Instructions.
5. Security and monitoring
5.1. The Security Services deal with the security and monitoring related matters at the area of the
National Stadium.
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5.2. The protection of persons and property consists, in particular, in 24-hour actions aimed at
ensuring security of life, health and personal inviolability and actions preventing offences and
misdemeanours against property as well as counteracting the occurrence of damage resulting
from those events and not preventing access of unauthorized persons to the protected areas on
principles defined by the act on the protection of persons and property and the agreement.
5.3. The scope of the rights of the Security Services staff, in accordance with the Security Services
Instructions, comprises:
5.3.1.

the verification of the status of closing and securing the rooms;

5.3.2.

detaining persons posing direct risk to human health or life as well as the protected roperty
for the purpose of immediate handing them over to the police;

5.3.3.

the implementation of emergency procedures in case of hazard;

5.3.4.

in justified cases carrying out the inspection of vehicles and luggage;

5.3.5.

calling persons to leave the Stadium in case of declaring unauthorized stay at the area of the
protected Stadium or in case of declaring disorderly conduct by those persons;

5.3.6.

securing the scene and traces of performance of prohibited acts by the time of arrival of
competent services;

5.3.7.

prevention of burglary, robbery, fire and terrorism - in accordance with instructions held;

5.3.8.

checking ID cards of persons for the purpose of determining their identity.

5.4. The scope of the rights of the event safety personnel comprises:
5.4.1.

the verification and declaring the right of persons to participate in a mass event on the basis
of a ticket or another document authorizing to stay at the event and in case of declaring the
lack of such a right - calling a person to leave the mass event;

5.4.2.

checking ID cards of persons for the purpose of determining their identity;

5.4.3.

looking through the content of luggage and clothing of persons in case of suspicion that these
persons bring or hold forbidden objects;

5.4.4.

issuing instructions of order to persons disturbing public order or acting not in compliance
with the rules of a public event or rules of the facility (area) and in case of the failure to follow
the instruction - to call them to leave the mass event;

5.4.5.

removing from the site of the mass event persons who disturb public order or act in a manner
not in compliance with these Principles and Rules or the rules of the mass event;

5.4.6.

detaining , for the purpose of immediate handing over to the police, of persons posing direct
hazard to property entrusted with the Security Services or persons performing prohibited
acts;

5.4.7.

refusing the access to the mass event or remove from the event site persons with respect to
whom;
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5.4.7.1. a decision on no access to a mass event and/or imposing an obligation to refrain from
staying at mass event sites was issued by court to a convict in connection with
conditional suspension of the penalty of deprivation of liberty or to a juvenile under
the act on juvenile delinquency proceedings
5.4.7.2. a foreign order was issued,
5.4.7.3. a club order was issued,
5.4.7.4. who refuse to undergo the inspection and checking of the right to stay at the mass
event,
5.4.7.5. who is under the influence of alcohol, drugs, psychotropic substances or other
substances causing similar effects,
5.4.7.6. who holds firearms or other objects, materials, products, beverages, agents or
substances hazardous to health and life,
5.4.7.7. who acts in an aggressive, provocative manner or in another manner posing hazard
to safety or public order.
5.4.8.

the use of physical strength in the form of restraining locks or similar defence techniques
and handcuffs or a hand-held disabling gas thrower in case of a hazard to goods subject
to protection or resisting an assault on a member of event safety personnel, information
personnel or another person and the failure to follow the instructions,

5.4.9.

calling to leave the vehicle in case if there arises the need to inspect the content of the
boot or clothing of persons participating in the mass event,

5.4.10.

calling to leave the vehicle for safety reasons in case if there is the need to check the ID
of persons participating in the mass event or if there is real suspicion that hazardous
materials are kept in the vehicle.

6. Animals
It is forbidden to bring animals to the area of the National Stadium, except for animals accompanying
disabled persons (a disabled person's dog guide).
7. Opening hours (excluding events)

7.1.

The Stadium Operator defines the Stadium opening hours to be observed by all Stadium users.

7.2.

The Stadium is open from 7.00 am to 9.00 pm.

7.3.

Entry to the area of the National Stadium beyond opening hours indicated by the Stadium
Operator is possible through a designated entrance for persons holding permanent or one-time
pass cards for the stay at the area of the Stadium.
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8. Procurement and deliveries
8.1.

Procurement and delivery activities may be performed only at designated places and at strictly
defined hours.

8.2.

Deliveries may be performed with vehicles with max. height of 3.5 m and load-carrying
capacity of up to 5 tons.

8.3.

Organizational supervision over vehicle traffic is carried out by the Security Services.

8.4.

An entity to which the delivery is dedicated is responsible for the organization of deliveries
and maintenance of order.

8.5.

It is forbidden to execute any maintenance, repair etc. works in delivery trucks during the
performance of delivery.

8.6.

It is forbidden to park, stop and reverse delivery trucks at access roads.

8.7.

During unloading activities fuel combustion engine must be switched off.

8.8.

All vehicles performing delivery must observe the regulations on road traffic and all signs and
information located at the area of the Stadium.

8.9.

Delivery of vehicles to lessees' rooms may be done with the use of indicated cranes in
accordance with their lifting capacity.

8.10. It is forbidden to store goods at unloading ramps, in cranes, corridors or other shared areas.
8.11. During unloading and delivering of goods to destination points special care should be kept.
8.12. A lessee shall be liable for any damage, devastation etc. made in the Stadium facility by the
lessee's supplier and the lessee may be charged with the costs of damage repair without the
necessity of obtaining the court order to perform the action at the lessee's cost.
8.13. Each lessee is obliged to make sure that their suppliers familiarized themselves with delivery
rules and regulations.
9. Housekeeping and cleaning
9.1.

A company rendering cleaning services ("Cleaning Company") indicated by the Operator is
responsible for housekeeping in the Shared Areas of the Stadium. Works connected with
housekeeping performed by the Cleaning Company are divided into two stages:
9.1.1.

works performed within the opening hours of the Stadium facility and theduration of
events;

9.1.2.

works performed at hours when the Stadium is inaccessible to clients and guests.
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9.2.

The lessee is responsible for keeping leased areas and rooms of the Stadium clean. All rubbish,
waste etc. generated as a result of the use of leased areas and rooms should be placed by
each lessee in designated locations every day. Leaving rubbish and waste etc. in shared areas
is prohibited.

10. Rubbish disposal and recycling
The facility is equipped with rubbish bins, waste containers and trash compactors.
10.1. Waste generated at the area of the Stadium may be divided into:
10.1.1 Waste resulting from the operation of technical devices and systems used for the correct
functioning of the Stadium (light sources, used engine oil, hydraulic oil, machine oil, air filters
etc.),
10.1.2 waste typical of the sports and office nature of the Stadium (packaging waste, office waste
paper, municipal waste),
10.1.3 waste of specific nature (medical waste);
10.1.4 waste connected with running catering activity.
10.2. Waste should be put in bins, containers or compactors.
10.3. The Cleaning Company mentioned in item 9.1 is responsible for punctual emptying of rubbish bins,
containers and compactors.
10.4. Recycling principles are observed at the area of the Stadium.
10.5. The lessees and users of the National Stadium generating atypical waste in connection with activity
run (e.g. organic waste, medical waste etc.) shall be exclusively liable for gathering, storage, disposal
and transferring to professional companies and services of their rubbish and other waste. Moreover
the aforementioned entities shall be liable for adhering to requirements resulting from
environmental protection regulations.
11. Maintenance services
11.1. Maintenance services at the Stadium are rendered by authorized persons on the basis of
detailed agreements concluded with them.
11.2. Maintenance services may be contacted directly at phone numbers showed at the information
board or available at the Stadium Security Services.
11.3. Technical maintenance department providing services at the Stadium is available for contact 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
11.4. In the Shared Areas of the Stadium responsibility for good operating condition of equipment
and systems is borne by maintenance services In the leased part technical services will perform
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proper supervision and control over correct use of all systems, with respect to their use in
accordance with the intended use.
12. Marketing and advertising activity
12.1 The Stadium Operator deals with activity consisting in the sale of products and services and
advertising actions at the area of the National Stadium.
12.2 No advertising activity is allowed at the area of the Stadium without the Stadium Operator's
consent.
13. First Aid
13.1 At the area of the Stadium there are 8 first aid points for the purpose of ensuring necessary,
immediate medical care during mass events.
13.2 Tasks of medical staff include cooperation with the Stadium Security Services in the scope of
medical safety, providing first aid in case of a situation threatening to life or health of persons
staying at the area of the Stadium, in justified cases assistance for the purpose of activating a
medical rescue team.
14. Information desk
14.1 At the area of the Stadium there is an information desk located by the main reception desk
from the side of Zieleniecka street. The information desk cannot perform marketing function
and it cannot be used, without the Stadium Operator's consent, for the distribution of leaflets
and conducting any advertising actions.
IV. Mass events, including the operation of event safety personnel
The Rules and Regulations of Mass Events at the National Stadium in Warsaw constitute appendix No. 1
to these National Stadium Functioning Principles and Rules.
V. Violation of the Rules
1. The failure to observe the provision of the Rules may result in expelling from the area of the
Stadium. Each violation of the provisions of the Rules by the lessees of the Stadium areas and
rooms may result in imposing financial penalties described in detailed in lease agreements.
VI. Additional Provisions
1. The Stadium Operator reserves the right to make amendments to these Rules and to determine
additional regulations, principles and provisions which it finds necessary for the Stadium
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functioning and operation. These amendments will be presented to all users of the facility.
2. An organizer of a mass event at the National Stadium may introduce its own rules agreed with the
Stadium Operator in advance.
3. Along with these Rules detailed instructions and rules in the form of Fire Safety Instructions and
car park rules apply.
4. These Rules apply from the date of announcing by the Stadium Operator.
Appendixes:
1. Rules of Mass Events at the National Stadium in Warsaw.

Warsaw, 30 September 2013

Marcin Herra

Andrzej Bogucki

Management Board of PL.2012+ sp. z.o.o in Warsaw
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Appendix No. 1
To National Stadium Functioning Principles and Rules.

RULES OF MASS EVENTS AT THE NATIONAL STADIUM IN WARSAW.
These rules were prepared on the basis of provisions of the Act of 20 March 2009 on safety of mass events
(Journal of Laws of 2009, No. 62, item 504) and it defines detailed principles regarding procedures and
availability of the facility to public during a mass event.
§1
The Rules apply at the area of the National Stadium complex in Warsaw.
§2
1. Persons staying at the area of the Stadium are subject to legal regulations and the provisions of these
Rules. Entering the Stadium means absolute obligation of compliance with these Rules.
2. A person staying at the area of the Stadium is obliged to follow the instructions of the Security Services
and

the

event

safety

personnel

issued

on

the

basis

of

these

Rules

by

the

owner/administrator/organizer of the event and in case of the intervention of the officials of the
Police, State Fire Service, Border Patrol, Military Gandarmerie or the employees of other authorized
services and authorities - to follow their instructions.
3. All persons entering the area of the Stadium may be subject to actions consisting in the review of the
contents of belongings or luggage and they acknowledge the right of refusal of access or removal from
the area of the Stadium of any person refusing to subject themselves to the aforementioned actions.
§3
The Stadium is a place where sports events (including football matches), artistic and entertainment events
and events not subject to the regime of the act on safety of mass events are organized.
§4
1. The Stadium is equipped with electronic identification system used for the sale of tickets, control of
the stay of persons in the facility or control of access to particular locations in the Stadium.
2. The National Stadium facility is monitored.

§5
On a day of mass event at the Stadium seats for the public will be unavailable to third parties from 8.00
am by the time of the start of the event. Entrances for the public will be opened at least two hours before
the planned start of the match. During other events the principles of accessibility to the facility are defined
by the organizer in agreement with the Stadium Operator.
§6
On days of mass events the following principles of the Stadium availability are implemented:
-

from 9.00 am to 5.00 pm office rooms are available only to persons holding permanent or
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single pass cards.
-

from 5.00 pm to 10.00 pm the supervised access to some rooms is introduced.

-

from 2.00 am to 9.00 only persons who obtained the consent of the Stadium Operator or the
Head of the National Stadium Security Services are allowed to stay at the area of the facility.

-

representatives of companies performing cyclical services, repairs, renovations at the area
of the facility are allowed to enter on the basis of lists of persons and vehicles sent and
approved earlier.

-

meetings, trips, group sightseeing of the Stadium may be organized upon prior agreement
on the date, principles and kind with technical Stadium Operator Employee.

-

valuable goods, pieces of art brought in and out must be each time reported to the security
employee when entering/leaving the facility /lack of deposit/
§7

Media representatives have the right of access to the area of the Stadium from 9.00 am to 9.00 pm upon
presentation of press pass issued by home editorial office and upon obtaining the consent of the Stadium
Operator. The visit at the Stadium should be reported in advance to a relevant organizational unit of the
Stadium Operator. The access to mass events is possible on the basis of the accreditation issued by the
aforementioned unit.
§8
Juvenile persons (up to the age of 13) are let into the Stadium only under the care of an adult.
§9
The event organizer issues accreditations defining the function performed at the Stadium for:
1) the Stadium Operator employees,
2) accredited TV, press and radio journalists and photojournalists,
3) TV broadcasting maintenance services,
4) telecommunications and ICT services at the Stadium,
5) maintenance services at the Stadium,
6) the Cleaning Company employees
7) the employees of catering company.
§ 10
1. Commercial, catering, service, artistic activity including broadcasts, radio and TV recordings, video
shooting and taking pictures at the Stadium may be performed only upon the consent of the Stadium
Operator.
2. Restrictions regarding video shooting and taking pictures do not relate to activities carried out by the
Police and other state services within the framework of their professional duties.
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§ 11
1. It is forbidden to bring and hold at the area of the Stadium firearms or other objects which may pose
a threat to human life or health or to property, including:
1) alcoholic beverages, drugs and other psychotropic substances,
2) objects which may be used as weapon or missile,
3) containers for dispersing gas, caustic substances or staining substances,
4) bottles (including plastic ones), cans or other containers for liquids or food products made of
hard material,
5) explosives, substances with similar properties as explosives, fireworks, other pyrotechnic objects
or fire hazardous materials,
6) sticks, poles for flags and banners with abusive or racist wording,
7) trumpets and other instruments with mechanical or electrical drive for noise generation,
8) laser indicators,
9) balaclavas, scarves or masks which may be used for hiding one's face for the purpose of
preventing identification by the Police or the event safety personnel/security services,
10) helmets, umbrellas with sharp ending.
2. It is forbidden to bring to the area of the Stadium, distribute and hold advertising materials, except for
the ones allowed by written consent of the event organizer or the Stadium Operator.
3. It is forbidden to bring to the Stadium area and use cameras and other audio and video recording
devices, except for the ones intended for strictly private use (e.g. mobile phones) unless this is in
compliance with the rules of the organizer of a specific event. The objects mentioned in § 11 section 23 may be seized by the event safety personnel/security services for the duration of stay of the holder
thereof at the area of the National Stadium.
4. Objects mentioned in § 11 section will be seized the event safety personnel/security services.
§ 12
At the area of the Stadium it is forbidden to:
1) enter and stay at the area of the Stadium by persons under the influence of the alcohol, drugs,
psychotropic substances or substances causing similar effects;
2) stay in areas not intended for the public. This ban in particular relates to:
a. the area at which sports competition or other events take place,
b. structures and equipment not intended for common use,
c. façade of the building, fences, walls, fencing, stadium roofs, lighting equipment, camera
platforms, trees and masts of any kind,
d. entering the areas, zones, places and equipment and rooms not intended for the public,
the access to which is provided only to professional services or the representatives of the
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event organizer.
3) throwing any kind of objects which may pose a threat to life or health of persons staying at the area
of the facility,
4) using vulgar or abusive vocabulary and singing obscene or racist songs and insulting any persons,
inciting fights against nationalistic, religious, social etc. background,
5) hanging flags or banners with abusive, provocative or racist wording,
6) using elements of clothing or an object to cover face for the purpose of preventing or hindering
identification,
7) starting fire and/or fireworks
8) selling goods without a permit, distributing printouts, leaflets or performing collection actions
without the Stadium Operator's consent,
9) writing on the buildings, equipment or roads, painting or sticking anything to them,
10) satisfying physiological needs outside toilets,
11) throwing rubbish,
12) using the facility equipment in a manner not in compliance with their intended use,
13) bringing animals, except for guide dogs.
Each case of the violation of these Rules may result in immediate removal from the Stadium.
§ 14
The Stadium Operator reserves the right to seek damages for any damage caused at the Stadium, including
damage caused to the Operator, in particular in connection with the violation of personal rights, including
good image of the Operator.
§15
In the event of the violation of the aforementioned Principles and Rules of the National Stadium or the
Rules of a mass event organized at the National Stadium in Warsaw, the Stadium Operator may take a
decision on instituting disciplinary proceedings towards the supporter, spectator, participant of the event,
connected with the issue of a stadium ban or taking other measures provided for by the law.
§ 16
The Stadium Operator is entitled to change the principles of the Stadium availability, which it will inform
about in a generally accepted manner, including via media, the Internet, etc.
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Warsaw, 3 January 2013

Management Board of PL.2012+ sp. z.o.o in Warsaw
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